
On Thursday, April 25th, Rosemont Middle School hosted a Civil War Night. 

Rosemont Spartans and their families had the chance to experience a historical time 
period in which our nation was split in half. Many current and retired teachers 
participated all dressed in period costumes and manned the separate stations that 
could be visited.  

The activities started with a tribute to the war itself. Spartans learned about 
marching in formation and heard quotes from real civil war diaries. Next was an in 
depth view of life as a civil war soldier where students learned how cruel life was for 
soldiers. The students also viewed a reenactment of the assassination of Abraham 
Lincoln.  

There was a station that exhibited the medical methods used during the 
war. Students not only learned but had the chance to participate in how 
amputations were performed and how simple yet effective they were. They also 
learned about the importance of nurses during the time and the improvement of 
sanitation. In between stations, volunteers from Mr. Yonkers class played civil war 
era songs such as “Dixie,” a popular confederate song.  

The last station was about the food consumed during the civil war. Spartans 
learned about the hardtacks; a cracker consisting of just flour and water. Once again, 
the yearly Rosemont Civil War Night was great success and the educational event 
drew everyone attending back into this important time in history.  
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FACING THE MUSIC 

By Elizabeth Yun 

Rosemont Middle School’s music group is one of the most 

prestigious in the Glendale Unified School District. At the annual 
GUSD Spring Music Festival, Rosemont’s advanced string 
orchestra and concert band have been pronounced “superior” 
by the judges nearly every year. On January 23rd of this year, 
three students from Rosemont’s music program participated in 
a concert of the Southern California School Band & Orchestra 
Association (SCSBOA). Isabelle Wang (flute), Ian Hwang (cello), 
and Rosalia Park (violin) auditioned and made it into SCSBOA, 
where they were able to perform with the most qualified 
middle-school musicians in Southern California. Scott Schick 
(cello), Ian Hwang, and Isabelle Wang even entered the All-State 
music groups, where they performed with the most talented 
middle-school musicians in the entire state.  

Overall, the musicians enjoyed the experience. Ian 
Hwang said that the SCSBOA concert was “tiring, but fun.” 
Rosalia dubbed it “interesting” and stated that “we [the 
musicians] had to do a lot in a short span of time.” In order to 
perform, the young musicians had to audition, practice for 
hours, attend several rehearsals, and ultimately play at the 
concert in front of a large audience.  

Participation in SCSBOA and All-State requires courage, 
dedication, and hard work. Rosemont’s music community is 
proud to have such talented musicians in their midst. Their 
diligence and perseverance in their music has created a 
wonderful representation of Rosemont to the rest of the schools 
in the state of California.  
 

Book Review:  

Gravity Falls Journal 3 

By Nicolas Fang  

Gravity Falls Journal 3 is a great read, and when 

you read it, it is like you have entered the cartoon 
that it is based on. This book takes place in the 
odd town of Gravity Falls. It is told through the 
eyes’ of mostly Dipper Pines, a smart 12 year old 
twin, with curiosities about Gravity Falls and its 
anomalies, and Stanford Pines, a six fingered twin 
who studies the creatures of Gravity Falls. The 
character that pops up in the book is the evil 
character Bill, a crazy triangular being with 
unlimited power that wants to make the world 
weird. 

This book is a great read that is similar to 
the Diary of Wimpy Kid books, in the way that it is 
told through one person writing in it. However, it 
does tell the story of before the cartoon takes 
place and after the cartoon ends. Some examples 
of the weird creatures described in this Journal are 
Squash with human face and emotions, Barf 
Fairies, Leprecorns, Cowls, and Stomach faced 
Ducks and Geodites. The Journal tells what 
happened after Stanford went into the portal and 
Dipper’s real name. 

I would recommend Gravity Falls Journal 3 
to everyone, especially to people who watched 
the cartoon. The writers and illustrators are really 
talented because the pictures that weren’t shown 
in the cartoon look like they should be in the 
cartoon. I like the fact that in this book there are 
codes and puzzles you have to decipher. There are 
also pop culture references in this book. I rate this 
amazing book 5 out of 5 stars.  
 

Snowboarding Math Teacher                                   

By Joseph Won 

Ms. Lee is a math teacher at RMS (Rosemont Middle School) and does many things. She helps students in math and 

teaches it to them as well. Ms. Lee chose to teach math because of how she wanted to help people. She has taught 
grades 6, 7, 8th grade.  
 Ms. Lee wanted to become a teacher because she wanted to help other like math. She has been teaching for a 
fairly long time, but not as old as us. When Ms. Lee isn’t teaching math she loves to snowboard and watch sports. Her 
favorite sport however is softball because it involves teamwork and effort to win. Other things she does other than 
watch sports are watching Korean Drama and variety shows.  
 As a teacher her advice to kids that are struggling in math is, “To have a growth mindset and know that they are 
capable of learning,” If she could change one thing about school it is to see more people acknowledge others who show 
kindness and be more understanding.  
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TECH CORNER: Apple Airpods  

By Serina Munoz  

One of the new trends among teenagers is the 

new Apple Airpods. These small, new earbuds 
allow you to listen to music without a 
bothersome cord attached to your device. 
These wireless headphones can connect to all 
Apple devices.   

With all the cool, new technology that 
Airpods come with, there are also some 
negative results. One negative result is that 
Airpods can fall out of some people’s ears very 
easily. If they fall out of your ears, there is no 
way to track your Airpods so you usually cannot 
get them back. Airpods are also expensive, and 
if you damage them, they are very expensive to 
fix, and sometimes they cannot be fixed.  

These small advancements in 
technology have also caused a lot of 
controversy. When they first released, people 
started saying that they were way too 
expensive, and that they were not worth the 
money. Also, many middle school and high 
school teachers and administrators believe that 
Airpods can cause distraction in a child’s 
education, and some schools have already 
banned Airpods from their campus. These 
cordless, powerful little earbuds can sometimes 
be a pain, but they have created a huge 
advancement in technology, and have given 
people a new way to listen to music and 
communicate. 

 

  

   

Rosemont ROCKS Quiz  

By Charlotte Halula 
 

1) What does ROCKS stand for? 
a) Research, Outstanding, Careful, Kaleidoscope, 

Smiling 
b) Rabbit, Ostrich, Catfish, Kangaroo, Snail 
c) Respect, Ownership, Cooperation, Kindness, 

Safety  
 

2) What is the best way to show ownership at snack? 
a) Throw away trash that others left behind 
b) Leave my trash on the ground… that’s what the 

janitors are for 
c) Throw away my trash, but I’m not responsible 

for anything else. 
 

3) What is the best way to show cooperation in the 
classroom? 
a) Eat my lunch in class 
b) Follow directions and come to class prepared 
c) Don’t do my homework or classwork, but I can 

copy off of someone else 
 

4) What is the best way to show respect at lunch? 
a) Have somebody else pay for your food 
b) Stand in line wherever your friends are 
c) Wait in line and say please and thank you 

Answer Key    1:c  2:a  3:b  4:c 
 

All About GlendaleOUT 

In June of 2018, Glendale celebrated PRIDE for the first time. Part 

of the festivities throughout the community involved art shows 
at the local galleries. This year Glendale and La Crescenta 
students were invited and encouraged to submit art for PRIDE 
2019. Artwork includes photography, painting, sculpture, video, 
anything 2 & 3D and written word submissions. 
 This event is being coordinated by gallery directors from 
the Ace/121 gallery, GSA (Gay Straight Alliance) advisors 
throughout Glendale, and other community members. Angie 
Robles, eighth grade, has taken a pivotal role as Rosemont’s 
student representative on the committee. 

Crescenta Valley High School will host an art show in 
their campus gallery from Monday, May 13 thru Friday, May 17 
from 4pm until 7pm. All submitted artwork will be displayed. An 
opening night party will be held. All artists and writers are invited 
to attend the party and visit the gallery throughout the week. 
Selected art pieces from the show at CVHS will be shown at the 
Ace/121 gallery or the Roslin Art Gallery during Glendale PRIDE 
from June 1 thru July 13, 2019. All are invited to come view the 
inspiring artwork and enjoy the creative environment at the 
galleries.  
 

Guess the Staff 

By Camenae Jones 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This staff member is a parent. 
This staff member plays golf. 

This staff member has a doctorate. 
This staff member’s attitude is always positive. 
This staff member used to be a football coach. 
This staff member’s favorite team is the Rams. 

 

You will find the answer on page 7 
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Considerate, Creative, 

Committed 

By Sophia Dillon 

Luke Myers is a seventh-grade student at 
Rosemont who came from Valley View 
Elementary. He enjoys drawing and reading 
comics in his free time; his favorite comic is 
Calvin and Hobbes. Luke’s love of comics and 
drawing has inspired him to want to be a 
cartoonist. “I’ve just always loved to make 
people laugh,” Luke states, explaining his 
dream. 

Luke is thirteen years old, and was 
born in southern California. His favorite food 
is orange chicken. He lives with his mom, dad, 
and three brothers, Jack, Sam, and Cole. He 
has no pets, but his brothers make up for that. 

His favorite class is history with Mr. 
Grant, and his elective is ASB. Luke joined ASB 
because, as he explains, “I saw it as an 
opportunity to help the school.” He even 
became Rosemont’s seventh-grade vice 
president. Luke is also a Boy Scout and a CJSF 
officer. His clubs consist of cross country and 
track and field. From drawing to running track 
and field, Luke Myers is a creative and 
inspiring person. 
  

Rosemont Rocks Word Search 

By Natalie Avakian 

 

ADMINISTRATORS 

CFE 

COOPERATION 

KINDNESS 

OWNERSHIP 

RESPECT 

REWARDS 

STUDENTS 

TEACHERS 

TICKETS 

 
Answers on page 7 

THE DREAM TEAM?  By Lukas Newman 

Rosemont Middle School is undefeated again! Rosemont’s flag 
football team has had a spectacular season, still undefeated. On 
their third game, they had their most impressive victory. They won 
the game with a whopping 55-7 final score… what a team! Even in 
less one-sided games, like their most intense game– Game 2- they 
managed to overcome their challenges. They won this game with a 
score of 20-14. 

However, without their hard preparation, and impressive 
plays on the field, this winning streak could not be possible. One of 
their most exciting plays was made by Xavier White when he 
intercepted a pass and ran it all the way, scoring a touchdown. “The 
sidelines were so excited that they ran into the end zone to 
celebrate with Xavier, and we ended up getting a penalty for 
excessive celebration,” said Coach Paul Schilling. 

The team’s constant practice, dedication, and determination 
allowed them to extend their winning streak to the end of the 
season. Way to go, Spartans!  
 

Spring 

Crossword 

Puzzle     
By Gavin Loder 

 

 

 

         Answers on page 5 

 

 

 



 

   

SPARTAN SPOTLIGHT   

A Cellist to a Future Doctor  By Suji Hong 

Claire Kim is a Rosemont seventh grader who 
enjoys music. As a kid, she started walking and 
talking earlier than usual. She was a very talented 
child for her age. In her childhood, she wanted to be 
a teacher.  She got inspired by a teacher in CPC, a 
church organization, named Ms. Michelle. She has 
always loved Korea and her grandparents lived in 
Korea. Her amazing childhood lead her to what she 
has become today. 

Today, Claire plays the cello and is in 
Advanced Strings at Rosemont. She participates in 
many extra-curricular activities. Examples are Track, 
Tobacco Talks, CJSF, Builders Club, cello, and tennis. 
At track, she learned to run with speed and had a lot 
of fun! Claire goes to Tobacco Talks to learn about 
how tobacco uses can harm your body and how 
people can stay away from these tobacco products. 
For CJSF, she complied to join because of her high 
grades. CJSF only accepts people with A’s and B’s 
which means that Claire was very smart to join. 
Claire also does donations in Builders Club and all 
the money goes to a good cause. Claire is an 
amazing cellist so she is in Advanced Strings! She 
has been playing the cello since elementary school 
in the fourth grade. 

Claire’s favorite subjects at school are 
Orchestra and English. She says that Mr. Yonkers 
helped her get better at cello through practice. And 
for English, she enjoys and Mrs. Kracker covers 
everything that is needed to know. In Mrs. Kracker’s 
class, they read, write, and they do fun activities! 
She likes watching Korean dramas and loves to ice 
skate.  Her hopes and dreams currently are to write 
books as an author or to become a doctor and a 
teacher. Claire Kim has big dreams and hopes to 
achieve them. 
 

Party Time   By Chloe Schroeder 

CROSSWORD PUZZLE ANSWER KEY    

Movie Review: Spiderman into the Spider-Verse  By Atticus Lutz 

Spiderman into the Spider-Verse is a unique, animated movie that takes place in New York City. A boy named Miles 
Morales is in a universe where Spiderman already exists. When hanging out with his uncle he gets bit by a radioactive 
spider, giving him the powers of Spiderman. Spiderman dies and tells Miles to take his place. Kingpin, the evil character, 
collides universes to get his son and wife back from death. But colliding universes forces other spider people to fall into 
Miles’s universe. The many spiders join forces in hopes of stopping Kingpin and returning to their own universes. The 
directors are Peter Ramsey and Rodney Rothman.  

This intense movie was very well made and exciting. The animation was fantastic and the comic style was very 
different from other films. I also thought the music production was great and fit every scene perfectly. Every piece 
helped build the story and character of Miles Morales, which many movies do not incorporate. Others say that this 
movie is fabulous as well. They say it is extremely engaging, and fun to watch. One thing I believe could be better overall, 
was the voiceover work. I personally believe some of the voices of the characters don’t fit their attitude and ways of 
thinking. 

Overall I thought the movie was amazing. I rate it 4.5 stars out of 5. If you are into exciting, animated films this 
movie is definitely for you. Superhero lovers will enjoy it as well. Hopefully, Marvel will make a sequel, putting viewers 
back on the edges of their seats. 



GUESS THE TEACHER 

By Henry Fong 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This Person loves Sushi and Thai food 
This Person was born in Pennsylvania 
This Person loves being outdoors 
This Person enjoys playing sports 
This Person has prep. 1st period 
This Person almost always wears a blue 
sweater 

Answer on page 7 
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AMAZING ACT ANIMATIONS  By Eric Eubank 

Over the past semester, the ACT (Against Cigarettes and Tobacco) club has 
had three workshops at the Rosemont library to create animations for raising 
awareness about the harmful effects of tobacco and other drugs. Together, all 
53 ACT students were able to produce six educational animations.  

To guarantee that all of the students were able to learn how to 
animated finish creating their own animations in just one day, three 
animators from an animation studio called Animaction came to help out. 
These animators, Clifford Cohen, the owner, and his assistants Rosario and 
Diana, are professionals and were able to show the ropes of animation to the 
students and help them finish making theirs on time. Overall there were six 
animations produced, each one made by a group of eight or nine students. All 
of the animations, individually, required the groups to draw about 150 frames 
of animation and, because there were six animations, the 53 students 
collectively drew nearly 1,000 frames of animation in a single day. All of this 
effort put into just six, thirty-second videos can make one appreciate how 
much work professional animators put into hours of animation.  

“The educational, anti-tobacco animations that the students put 
together while working in teams are amazing,” says Ms. Inglish, the lead ACT 
teacher. The workshops were absolutely wonderful and taught the ACT 
students so much about tobacco and how to avoid it and even how to work 
better with teams. There were many reasons why the experience was 
memorable, but one thing that made it really stand out was the hard work 
and dedication that each and every student put into their pieces. 
 

 

ASK A FAIRY By Audrey Chung  

Hello! You can call me Fairy. Ask me any me any question and I’ll give you an  
honest piece of advice. I’m kind of like your fairy godmother!  
 
Dear Fairy, I’ve been getting bullied at school. These 2 girls have been calling me names like, “bone 

face”, and I’m tired of it. I’m skinnier than most of the kids at school, but I’m healthy, I get good 

grades, and I’m nice to everyone. So why do they keep picking on me? I mean I haven’t said or done 

anything mean to them. I’ve tried to stand up to them several times, but when I told them to stop, they 

just laughed at me like I’m a joke. What should I do?  

-Picked on enough 

Dear Picked on enough, I know just how you feel right now. I’ve been in a situation similar to this one, 

so here’s my advice from what I learned from it. Instead of trying to stand up to them, ignore them. If 

you ignore them they will think you don’t care that they are teasing you and will most likely stop. If 

they don’t stop and keep picking on you, tell someone. Tell someone you trust and feel comfortable 

talking to like your parents, a teacher, or a close friend. Believe me, you’ll be okay! –Fairy 

 

Dear Fairy, something has gone very wrong! My really close friend keeps posting personal information 

about me! At first it was ok, but now it’s really getting out of hand! She didn’t ask me if she could post 

anything, and I don’t know exactly why she’s doing this, but it needs to stop before something bad 

happens. I’m just scared that if I tell her to stop, I’ll hurt her feelings. I don’t want to ruin our 

friendship, but I also don’t want to “expose” myself to everyone. 

-Exposed 

Dear Exposed, I know you don’t want to hurt her feelings, but you need to look out for yourself too. Tell 

her you don’t feel comfortable that she’s posting your personal information. If she’s a good friend she’ll 

understand, and her feeling won’t be hurt. If you don’t tell her how you feel soon, you may be letting 

random people into your privacy, and both of you could get in trouble. Good luck! 

-Hope this was helpful, Fairy 
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Movie Review: 

Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle  

By Sofia Santiago 

This PG-13 adventure comedy brought 

laughter and joy into the theaters. Dwayne 
Johnson, Kevin Hart, Karen Gillian, and Jack 
Black had everyone on the edge of their seats 
with the thrilling action. With Dwayne 
Johnson and his intense muscles, and Kevin 
Hart with his hilarious jokes, they made the 
perfect comedy pair.  

In Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle, 
four teenagers get detention and had to take 
staples out of magazines in an old storage 
area. Two of the teenagers were the popular 
preppy kids while the other was more nerdy 
and shy. While cleaning one of the students 
discovered an old game set and decided to 
play. They all chose characters and started the 
game. Before they realized they became 
sucked into the game becoming the 
characters they chose. In order to get out of 
the game, they must survive the mission 
which is to finish an old player’s mission. If 
they cannot finish the game they would be 
stuck in it forever. 

This movie shows that anyone can be 
anyone they choose to be, even if it is 
challenging, they can still make it. This 
exciting movie also shows kids that boring 
activities can be turned into a fun game with 
new friends. Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle 
would definitely be one of the silliest 
adventure comedies.  
 

Spartans Clash with the Titans in Volleyball   

By Alyssa Cavataio 

The Rosemont’s girls’ volleyball team showed their talents this 
season and finished 6-0 undefeated. One of their most memorable 
games was when they traveled to Toll middle school to play their 
second game. The girls were very excited on the bus ride which 
brought great Rosemont energy to the gym. After the teams finished 
their warm ups, it was game time! As soon as the ball got served the 
girls began to play hard. Rosemont was always ahead by a few 
points.  

After the first match, the Toll titans caught up. Players 
would dive on the floor to try to protect the ball from going out. 
Rosemont pumped up their spirit and the game was on! The players 
sitting on the side lines were cheering on their fellow Spartans which 
created a fire in their souls to win the game.  

The coach, Steve Norkus said, “We stress becoming good 
passers and defensive players; passing is the skill that we spend the 
majority of our time practicing.” Those efforts showed in their play. 
The Rosemont’s girls really stepped it up and played the best they 
could. They were able to beat Toll for the second time and go on to 
finish the season undefeated. Go Spartans!  
 
Answer Key 

  

GUESS THE STAFF-  
Dr. Anderle 
 
GUESS THE TEACHER- 
Ms. Hutchinson 
 

Book Review: Series of the Century  By Greer Roth 

If all books magically fell on a scale, this book would be way at the top of the spectrum. Its fantasy worlds and daring 

twists all come together to become a well-loved mythical book. Have you guessed it? It’s the book The School for Good 
and Evil. This book isn’t some princess story where girls find their true loves and live happily ever after. It’s a dark and 
intense saga whose roots run deep through the universe of stories and fairy tales. 

We appear to be opening on the quaint village of Gavaldon where we find out about two girls, Sophie and 
Agatha. Sophie is beautiful with luscious gold locks and a fair face. All she wants is to meet her true love which she 
dreams of meeting each night, a prince. Of course there are no princes in Gavaldon so she knows her only way to find 
one is by getting into The School for Good.  

So she does good deeds, even befriending the witch girl Agatha who is shunned by the town. Sophie comes by 
her house each day to go on walks. At first Agatha was reluctant; eventually she began to love having a best friend and 
someone who she could actually talk to. Sophie told her that the coming night, the night when the school master steals 
away kids to be taken to the school; she would be ready to be taken away. Agatha was not going to let her only friend 
leave forever so she hatches a plan. Sorry to leave you on a cliffhanger! If you want to read more go check out this book 
in the library and don’t worry, it’s a series of four books and more on the way so the reading fun will never end.  
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GOOD THINGS RAINING ON ROSEMONT 

Rosemont Middle School received the California Distinguished School Recognition!  The purpose of 
the National ESEA Distinguished Schools Program is to highlight selected schools that have successfully used 
their ESEA federal funds to improve the education for all students-including economically disadvantaged 
students. These schools demonstrate a wide array of strengths, including team approaches to teaching and 
learning, focused professional development opportunities for staff, individualized programs for student 
success and strong partnerships between the school, parents, and the community. This is why ROSEMONT 
ROCKS! 
 

Congratulations go out to the Science department at Rosemont! On February 2, 5 students from 
Rosemont competed in the Los Angeles Regional Science Bowl at Cal State LA.  Science Bowl is a nationwide 
academic competition that tests students' knowledge in all areas of science and math.  The students were 
selected last year and trained with Mrs. Lee for the past two years. Super smart Spartans! 
 

The Science Olympiad Team was a success again this year! On February 23, 15 students from 
Rosemont competed in the 33rd Annual Los Angeles Regionals Science Olympiad against 39 other middle 
schools.  Rosemont placed in the top rankings for three of the events.  The students were selected and 
trained by Mrs. Lee and Mrs. Oh. The Science Olympiad Team consisted of the coaches Ms. Sojin Lee and Ms. 
Junnie Oh. The student participants were Adam Masri, Ani Isaiants, Bowen Kim, Christine Roe, Daniel 
Duaybis, Debayon Roy, Eileen Lee, Gagik Mkrtchian, Greer Roth, Hailey Hoang, Joshua Im, Kelly Fung, 
Mahesh Arunachalam, and William Panosyan. Way to go! 
 

Rosemont has student winners in the PTA Reflections Art Competition! Congratulations to Elisha Lee 
(8th grade), who won First Place at Rosemont with her entry for Literature. Her poem titled “Once Upon a 
Time” advanced to the GUSD level where she won First Place and went on to First District level where she 
earned Third Place, Award of Merit. This is a huge accomplishment to have advanced so far through, 
competing against thousands of other students. 
Congratulations also go out to Kassidy Knight (7th grade), who won First Place for Music composition in the 
PTA Reflections Art Competition. Her original song advanced to GUSD level where it also won First Place.  We 
are very proud of both Elisha and Kassidy for their talent and hard work!  
  
 

 

Spartan Scroll Staff 
 

The publication design class staff of writers, 
reporters & photographers are: 

 

Natalie Avakian,  
Alyssa Cavataio, Audrey Chung,  

Sophia Dillon, Eric Eubank, Nicolas Fang, 
Henry Fong, Charlotte Halula, Suji Hong, 

Camenae Jones, Gavin Loder, Atticus Lutz, 
Serina Munoz, Lukas Newman, Greer Roth, 

Sofia Santiago, Chloe Schroeder,  
Joseph Won, Elizabeth Yun. 
_____________________________ 

 

Instructor / Editor / Advisor 

Nicola DiCarlo 
_________________________________________________ 

 
 

Feel free to contact Miss DiCarlo 
at ndicarlo@gusd.net 

or phone 

(818) 248-4224 ext. 6206 
 

The 2019 ROSEMONT HONORARY SERVICE AWARD 
recipients rocked it this year! Congratulations to 
teacher Elizabeth Curtis for receiving the Outstanding 
Teacher Award. The Rosemont 2017-19 PBIS Team* 
received the Honorary Service Award. The PBIS Team 
consisted of Dr. Scott Anderle, Margie Billings, Jessica  
Cole, Jacqueline Davolio, Mark Gang, Adam Grant, Janna 
Kasmanian, Shannon Kracker, James Mustain, Ian Tyler 
and Jennifer Zimmer. 
 

The winners of the Rosemont Masonic Award 
earned the applause! Congratulations go out to the 
Rosemont Masonic Award winners Nancy Ritthamel and 
Nitika Batra! 
 

The Rosemont Math League showed their skill with 
numbers! The 7th grade winners were: 1st place: Nicolas 
Donaghue, 2nd place: Eric Eubank, 3rd Place: (Three way 
tie for third) Michelle Lee, Haik Isaiants, Jessica 
Romero.  The 8th grade winners were:  1st: Eileen 
Lee   2nd: (Tie for second) Daniel Duaybis, Nathan Kim. 
 


